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1. Why don't we see spillover events like the Wuhan coronavirus more frequently? 

Pandemic level events aren’t a common occurrence, because a convergence of many factors is required 
for a virus to become a significant human health threat. First, exposure to an initial virus source is 
necessary. Only in certain instances are animal reservoirs placed in close enough contact with humans to 
allow enough exposure for viruses to adapt to the new host. Second, a virus needs to be successfully 
replicating within this primary host species without significantly compromising the viability of that species.  
Bats seem to be particularly good at not becoming significantly sick from many different viruses, allowing 
them to act as reservoirs (1-3). Third, viruses need to overcome multiple naturally occurring barriers for 
cross species infection. Even if a virus enters a host’s body, it first has to bind to a host protein and enter 
cells. Lack of this entry protein is one of the primary barriers for cross species infections (4). If a virus does 
have the appropriate receptor-binding ligand or adapts to binding a new receptor in a novel host, the virus 
must next be able to use host proteins to replicate efficiently. Species differences in host protein structure 
and function can often make viral replication incompatible in the new host (5). If the virus becomes 
compatible with replication in the new host, it must then overcome the host innate immune response 
which attempts to shut down virus replication (6). Fourth, once the virus manages to overcome all these 
hurdles it must be able to spread from one host to another efficiently. Finally, the virus must have the 
ability to cause increased disease incidence. This perfect storm of adaptations and increased disease 
ability is actually a rare occurrence and many trillions of viruses have failed to undergo all the necessary 
steps for spillover and adaption to a new host. However, it is highly likely that the RNA viruses which are 
constantly evolving (via mutation and recombination) are also frequently spilling over or jumping into 
other hosts as interspecies transmission events globally. As the virus probes new hosts, infections may 
most often be unapparent (undiagnosed or misdiagnosed), subclinical or abortive because the virus is 
unable to complete its replication cycle in the new host or establish a chain of transmission within the 
new host species to promote further virus adaptation. Evidence for such prior virus “trial” infections came 
from animal handlers in the live animal markets in China who tested positive for antibodies to SARS before 
the SARS outbreak (7). More troubling, as a harbinger to nCoV in humans, was the finding of a 3% 
seroprevalence of antibodies to SARS related bat coronaviruses in people who lived near bat colonies in 
southern China (8). 

With the newly emerging coronaviruses, there are clusters of viruses that have already overcome some 
of these hurdles and that share a long association with bat hosts. Bats constitute a reservoir species and 
harbor many strains of coronaviruses ancestral to both animal (swine PEDV and SADS CoVs) and human 
coronaviruses (SARS, MERS, likely nCoV) (2, 3, 9, 10), similar to the persistence of influenza strains in avian 
host reservoirs. The coronaviruses spread efficiently in the subclinically infected bat hosts and once 
adapted to bats, they potentially can replicate more readily in mammalian cells and transmit to other 
mammalian hosts.  An important factor in the spillover of SARS and then MERS CoVs to humans is the role 
of intermediate host species. For SARS, civet cats and for MERS, camels likely acquired the respective CoVs 
from bats and then transmitted them to humans. Based on this data, besides bats, it is also likely that an 
intermediate, but unknown host(s) for nCoV exists in the live animal markets in China. It was not 
unexpected by the coronavirus research community that a new SARS related coronavirus would emerge 
in humans since many SARS related coronaviruses have been identified in bats since 2005 (11). It is now 
projected that the nCoV is most closely related to a member of the SARS related coronaviruses from a bat 
(12). 
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 Because of urbanization and loss of habitat (see below), infected bats are more frequently in contact with 
humans and domestic animals due to human activities (occupying bats’ natural habitats, eating bats or 
the intermediate hosts, etc), or their food sources. So, this family of viruses only must overcome a few 
obstacles such as entry receptor, increased ability to spread and cause disease. As RNA viruses, with their 
ability to recombine and acquire point mutations, coronaviruses are more likely to evolve mechanisms to 
overcome these hurdles than some other virus families. This is part of the reason we are seeing 
coronaviruses more frequently causing these pandemic events.         

2. What factors are used to predict the likelihood of a spillover event? 

 This intriguing question that has sparked entire fields of academic study. There are so many factors 
involved in disease spillover that we must ask: How do we rank and quantify each of these risk factors?  
For more in-depth answers, please read the book: Disease Control Priorities: Improving Health and 
Reducing Poverty by Nita Madhav and others (13). Chapter 17 is entitled “Pandemics: Risks, Impact, and 
Mitigation” and has an in-depth breakdown of different disease modeling and prediction techniques 
which consider numerous transmission factors. To summarize, some of the most important factors 
governing a cross-species transmission event include type of virus, population (both animal and human), 
urbanization, demand for animal protein, travel and connectivity between population centers, habitat 
loss, climate change, and increased interactions at the human-animal interface. These predictive factors 
have been shown numerous times in previous outbreaks. Outbreak occurrences with origins in areas such 
as Asia and Africa are really no surprise if one looks at the outbreak predictive factors. In these countries 
we have large and growing populations that are at direct interfaces with wild animal populations.  These 
people often rely in part on food foraged from wild animal populations and even import these live wild 
animals into markets where they intermingle closely with other animals and people, generating incubators 
for viruses to sample multiple species simultaneously. These countries are still developing and 
urbanization and decreasing animal habitats make human animal interactions more likely and frequent.  
Such ecological disturbances can increase viral transmission from animal to human, then human to 
human, resulting in new pandemics. Consequently, identifying the risk factors for emergence of these 
viruses is important, but it is equally imperative to mitigate human behavior that engenders or 
accentuates these risks. 

The medical and scientific resources of developing countries often lag behind that of developed countries 
and they are unable to diagnose and treat these new infections as rapidly. High-density human and animal 
populations and the existence of large commingle sites (such as live animal markets) are other factors that 
contribute to generation of pandemics. Increasing access to air travel and other rapid and widespread 
transportation means greatly exacerbate the ability of these pathogens to escape quarantine and travel 
worldwide even before healthcare providers can recognize there is a problem. In essence we can predict 
the geographic likelihood of a spillover event, but we may not be able to predict an accurate timeframe 
for a virus to make a jump. Our best strategy is to vigilantly screen for these outbreaks in areas with the 
highest likelihood of this event happening. In addition to monitoring, preventive measures including 
education in hygiene, making people aware of potential sources for these outbreaks, and mitigating these 
sources (such as banning live animal markets) are essential to prevent pandemic outbreaks.    

3. Are animal populations, such as livestock, also at risk from spillover events? 

Animals are equally, if not more so than humans, at risk of an emerging virus spillover. This has been 
exemplified multiple times over the past few decades.  One of the best examples of spillovers is influenza 
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virus (flu). Flu is an amazing virus that can reassort its genome to mutate rapidly under the right 
conditions.  Basically, flu is an annual spillover or zoonotic event.  Typically, migratory aquatic birds are 
the reservoir (carrying the virus without any clinical signs) for influenza, flying the virus worldwide.  These 
birds contact domestic animals such as ducks, chickens, and pigs and humans. The domestic animals and 
humans interchange the viruses. With each of these contacts the viruses spread and have the potential 
to pick up gene segments from viruses of each species so you may end up with a virus with a gene 
constellation from avian flu, swine flu, human flu, etc. altering the viruses’ ability to cause disease in each 
animal.  Flu is by no means the only animal virus that has spillover potential. Like the 2019-nCoV which 
originated in Wuhan, other coronaviruses have emerged within the swine industry in a recent or distant 
spillover event with bats. Porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV) is an alphacoronavirus that is only 
distantly related to the 2019-nCoV, a betacoronavirus. PEDV first appeared in Europe and then spread to 
Asia, where it increased in virulence. The PEDV epidemic strains that appeared in the US in 2013 likely 
emerged from related highly virulent strains from pigs in China (14). PEDV is suspected to have originated 
from a bat reservoir (14). PEDV causes diarrhea in naïve pigs with mortality rates ranging up to 100% in 
suckling piglets, and PED resulted in significant losses to the pork industry as it spread worldwide.  There 
are other ongoing coronavirus spillover events in pigs that may not yet have gained a foothold. This 
includes the swine acute diarrhea syndrome (SADS)-CoV, an alphacoronavirus that appears to have 
jumped recently directly from bats to pigs in China (15). Another coronavirus in a different genus 
(Deltacoronavirus—comprised of mostly avian coronaviruses), the porcine deltacoronavirus, is thought to 
have originated from a bird to pig transmission event, although the details are unknown (16). With animal 
spillover events there are less tools and funding available to study and treat these diseases when 
compared with human pathogens. With the threat that these pathogens pose to human health, both by 
decreasing available food supplies and possibly additional interspecies transmission events, stopping 
these animal virus threats should be a high priority. 

4. As human and animal livestock populations expand, do you expect we'll have more 
events like the Wuhan coronavirus? 

Events like the 2019-nCoV outbreak are likely inevitable for the reasons detailed earlier unless risk factors 
are mitigated. Pandemic outbreaks of more severe coronavirus infections in humans have become more 
prevalent. The severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus caused the first pandemic of the 
21st century. The Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) coronavirus emerged almost a decade later 
and 2019-nCoV, only seven years after MERS. Zoonotic viruses like Ebola, Marburg, hantavirus, nipah, 
Hendra and influenza variants continue to present a threat to humanity. As the world population 
continues to expand and we continue to encroach on areas not previously exposed to large scale human 
presence, we will see new emerging pathogens arise and spread globally irrespective of national borders.  
The ability of viruses to evolve to infect abundant species coupled with the sheer numbers of humans 
makes the likelihood of new virus interspecies crossovers relatively high. Inclusion of “Disease X,” an 
unknown mystery virus, on the World Health Organization priority pathogens list demonstrates an 
increasing awareness that these newly emerging viruses present a true danger to humanity. It is now more 
of “when” and not “if” they will emerge, so pandemic preparedness is essential for all nations. 

5. How will your research help address threats from future spillover events to humans and 
animal agriculture? 
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Dr. Scott Kenney. My research focuses on identifying viral and host species 
differences that contribute to cross species viral transmissions.  We utilize a 
combination of genetics and molecular virology coupled with animal model 
systems to give us a research platform capable of elucidating virus and host 
factors necessary for a virus to be successful or to cause enhanced disease in a 
new host. Conversely, if we understand what a virus needs to replicate efficiently 
in a host, we may be able to identify resistance factors in hosts that are not 
susceptible to virus transmission.  Using this knowledge, we can identify new 
therapeutics to combat emerging viruses, engineer domestic animals to be 
resistant to high risk viruses, and to gain a better understanding of what 
mutations may be necessary for animal viruses to become virulent in humans.  

From this knowledge, we can decipher the best ways in which to prevent these transmissions from 
occurring.  Currently my laboratory focuses on cross-species transmission of porcine deltacoronavirus 
which we have shown to infect cell lines of multiple differing species including pigs, humans, and chickens 
(17, 18).  This pig, chicken, and potential human susceptibility may prove to be an ideal model to look at 
factors influencing cross-species coronavirus transmission.  Additionally, we work on defining mechanisms 
utilized by strains of hepatitis E virus that have evolved to enhance their ability to replicate and infect a 
broader host range of species.  Most of our work entails the use of swine and chicken as infection models 
because they recapitulate complex host responses, including the immune system, while allowing us to 
look at actual disease pathology which cannot be mimicked in a petri dish at this time.  In addition to my 
research program I utilize my outreach and extension time to educate youth and animal producers about 
viruses and how we interact with these microorganisms on both a positive and negative level.  I try to 
convey the importance of proper hygiene practices as a method to control and prevent pathogen spread.  

Dr. Linda Saif. My research focuses on comparative aspects of enteric and 
respiratory viral infections (coronaviruses, rotaviruses and caliciviruses) of food 
animals and humans. My lab studies viral diagnosis, evolution, pathogenesis, host 
immunity and vaccines and uses germfree animals as research models.  My 
coronavirus research spans 4 decades including my MS and PhD research on swine 
coronaviruses, immunity and vaccines. An important breakthrough was the 
discovery of the gut-mammary secretory IgA axis (initial description of a common 
mucosal immune system) in swine for development of maternal coronavirus oral 
vaccines to passively protect neonatal animals. My research program on 
coronaviruses includes viruses that affect food-producing animals, wildlife, and 
humans [Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory 

Syndrome (MERS)]. My lab also investigates the interrelationships among animal coronaviruses and their 
human counterparts to assess their zoonotic potential, mechanisms of interspecies transmission, 
treatment impacts (19) and potential vaccines. In 1995 our lab was the first to document the interspecies 
transmission of coronaviruses from wild ruminants to cattle (20), from a child to cattle (20), and from 
cattle to poultry (21). In cattle, our lab documented that coronaviruses frequently cause respiratory 
infections shortly after periods of stress such as arrival to feedlots following long-distance shipping, 
analogous to the occurrence of SARS in patients after international airline flights.  We then identified 
bovine coronaviruses as a component, with other respiratory viruses and bacteria, of the shipping fever 
respiratory disease complex in cattle. Our research on ruminant coronaviruses and their interspecies 
transmission is particularly relevant to the documented zoonotic transmission of MERS from other 
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ruminants (camels) to humans in the Middle East. I was a lead consultant to the WHO during the 2003 
SARS outbreak and my laboratory is a WHO International Reference Lab for Animal coronaviruses in the 
SARS network. I also assisted the U.S. CDC to better understand the zoonotic aspects of SARS coronavirus 
infections in an effort to better prevent or control future coronavirus pandemic threats. I served as an 
animal coronavirus expert for the Ministry of Agriculture in Saudi Arabia to advise officials on MERS in 
camels and development of camel vaccines as a control strategy.  

With the new coronavirus (2019-nCoV) outbreak in December 2019 in Wuhan, China, my goal is to provide 
expertise about this novel coronavirus to public health agencies, scientists and the public. Based on our 
accumulated knowledge on multiple animal coronaviruses, we will continue to seek to understand their 
evolution, pathogenesis in the native and adoptive hosts and mechanisms of interspecies transmission 
and host adaptation. This information will aid in devising ways to control emerging coronaviruses 
including use of vaccine strategies that we have proven to be effective for respiratory and enteric 
coronavirus infections in animals.  

Dr. Qiuhong Wang. My current research focus is on porcine enteric 
coronaviruses (PEDV and PDCoV) (22). We try to understand individual gene 
functions of PEDV and PDCoV and use the obtained knowledge for rational design 
of effective and safe PEDV and PDCoV vaccine candidates (23). When such a CoV 
spillover event occurs, there is not enough time to develop vaccines to control 
the spread of a new virus. I believe that we need to develop universal anti-CoV 
drugs by targeting the conserved CoV genes/proteins. Our PEDV and PDCoV 
infection of pigs are the best models for the development of universal anti-CoV 
drugs because such studies can be performed with the virus and their natural 
host (both infection and disease) and pigs are physiologically, anatomically and 
immunologically more similar to humans than mice.  

Dr. Anastasia Vlasova. Earlier I studied coronavirus (CoV) interspecies 
transmission and prevalence in wildlife species, developed diagnostic tests for 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome CoV (SARS-CoV) (19, 24) and used animal 
CoVs as surrogate models to study SARS-CoV pathogenesis and immunity. More 
recently, I was involved in a research project on molecular characterization of the 
diverse porcine epidemic diarrhea virus strains recently introduced and 
circulating in the US that confirmed co-circulation of several PEDV lineages and 
their likely recombinant origin (25). My most recent coronavirus project was 
focused on comparative assessment of the prevalence of delta- and 
gammacoronaviruses in wild migratory terrestrial and aquatic birds in the US 
(26). We have demonstrated that unlike previous reports from Asia, 
gammacoronaviruses are more prevalent than deltacoronaviruses in the US, 

suggesting that the latter may spread in birds with lower efficiency. This may indicate deltacoronavirus 
emerging status and incomplete adaptation to new host species limiting its spread. Phylogenetic analysis 
of the partial N gene revealed that the newly identified deltacoronavirus strains were most closely related 
to the HKU20 (wigeon) strain. Further studies are necessary to investigate the role of aquatic bird 
deltacoronaviruses in their epidemiology in swine and terrestrial birds. This research aids in understanding 
of CoV evolution and their ability to spread to new host species. 
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